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introduction

George Home’s philosophy of great quality, style
and value remains at the helm of this season’s
collection; coupled with a strong focus on
diversity and exceptional design to inspire and
satisfy the varied tastes of the George customer.
The SS16 range incorporates six distinctive trends;
Island Way, Sailor, Heiwa, Bellezza, Impressions
and Energise.
Reinvigorate and refresh interior decor for the
summer with statement decorative accessories,
lighting, soft furnishings and kitchenware. Trends
mix and match to create personal statements
in the home. George Home is available online at
George.com and Asda stores nationwide.
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Julie Varma, Senior Design Director for
George Home says:
“We are immensely proud of the increasing
success of the range. Each season we’re dedicated
to delivering a unique and eclectic offer to our
customers, and there has been no exception with
the SS16 collection.
Taking into consideration the individual style
of our customers and an increasingly daring
approach to decorating the home, we have
worked hard to deliver varied and distinctive
ranges at fantastic value.
Each season we endeavour to make it easy for
our customers to refresh their home and find the
confidence to achieve their desired interior style
with our exclusive breadth of products.”
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island way
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Taking its influence from the distinct
tropical backdrop and inhabitants of
South America, Island Way is a bold
new trend that will delight the eye
and rejuvenate the home for summer.
The collection is underpinned by
flamboyant frivolous characters that
epitomise a carefree approach and laid
back vibe of Island life.
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Earthy natural tones and muted hues accompany bright teal,
and bursts of yellow and orange shades, with a flash of
neon green to create a rich and vibrant palette.
Texture is versatile – appliqué, tropical botanical prints and
ethnic geo motifs are freely layered. Playful illustrations
and ceramic souvenir-like accessories capture the lively and
spirited nature of native wildlife, AND WOVEN GRAINY WOOD
AND ETCHED BAMBOO ACCESSORIES IMITATE THE
TIME-HONOURED CULTURAL SKILL OF HAND CRAFTING. CLASH AND
COMBINE ACCESSORIES AND TEXTILES TO CREATE AN ECLECTIC
STATEMENT FOR THE HOME.

Pacific Ocean | £12.50 per 2.5 litre

island way

Parrot decorative plate | £3
Alpaca ornament | £7
Pineapple vase | £10
Marley compact sofa in teal | £350
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Zip cushion | £7
Grey piped edge cushion | £7
Shaggy cushion | £16
Geo floral cushion | £7
Parrot vase | £10
Monkey ornament | £12
Skull candle | £2

Parrot vase | £10
Alpaca ornament | £7
Monkey ornament | £12
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island way

Geo floral cushion | £7
Grey piped edge cushion | £7
Toucan cushion | £7
Zip cushion | £7
Shaggy cushion | £16
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Llama cushion | £8
Alpaca ornament | £7
Palm pom pom cushion | £7
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island way
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Parrot framed ornament | £10
Parrot decorative plate | £3
Wire lantern | £4

Pineapple vase | £10 Monkey ornament | £12 Rattan lantern | £12 Geo floral cushion | £7
Zip cushion | £7 Island birds duvet set | £12

island way
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Parrot decorative plate | £3

Alpaca ornament | £7

Mixed geo cushion | £7

Grass in ceramic | £14
Geo dispenser | £5
Geo tumbler | £3
Geo soap dish | £3
Chrome stand mirror | £8
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Parrot framed ornament | £10

Wooden chimes | £6

Zip cushion | £7

Geo border bath towel | £6
Stripe bath towel | £6
Geo border hand towel | £4
100% cotton pumpkin bath towel | £6
100% cotton lake blue hand towel | £4
Wire storage set of 2 | £10

Llama cushion | £8

Wire lantern | £4

Palm pom pom cushion | £7

island way

Parrot cushion | £8

Monkey ornament | £12
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Shaggy cushion | £16

Grey piped edge cushion | £7

Geo dispenser | £5
Geo tumbler | £3
Geo soap dish | £3

Stripe throw | £20

16
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Pineapple vase | £10

Toucan cushion | £7

Grass in ceramic | £14

Pom pom cushion | £8

Exotic floral | £8

Geo floral cushion | £7

Geo border bath towel | £6

Parrot vase | £10

Wire storage set of 2 | £10

Island birds duvet set | £12

Geo border hand towel | £4

Votive set of 3 | £5

Sailor
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The Sailor trend is immersed in history;
a unique collection influenced by the
tantalising tales and legends of
the sea.
This season sees the conventional
coastal colour palette take a
theatrical turn with the introduction
of inky blues, smoky grey hues and a
hint of pastel blue and lilac. Items are
interspersed with metallic silver to
reflect the enigmatic glimmer of
the ocean.
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This trend evokes the romantic notion and escapism of a life
at sea. Each pattern and print is symbolic in its nature. Vintage
teacup roses, anchors, hearts, and swallow motifs represent
traditional nautical inspired designs whilst graphic sketches
of storms and powerful imagery depict the dramatic scenes at
sea. Here the imagined and mystical are personified through
a collection of decorative curiosities, complemented by
thoughtful details such as rope, rustic linens, classic sailor
stripes and chesterfield buttons that emulate the interior
beauty of an antique cabin. Sailor is an impactful collection
that is sure to make a statement in any home.

Charcoal Grey | £12.50 per 2.5 litre

Sailor
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Alistair buttoned chesterfield love seat in dark grey | £745
Bell jar with rope | £6
Let’s set sail votives set of 3 | £5
Rope glass lamp | £30
Denim look cushion | £7
Captain cook collage cushion | £8
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Button floral cushion | £7
Denim look cushion | £7
Seascape cushion | £7
Rope cushion | £8
Swallow cushion | £7
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Mermaid ornament | £10
Bell jar with rope | £6
Let’s set sail votives set of 3 | £5
Black tealight holder | £2
Rope glass lamp | £30
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Sailor

Chesterfield scroll bed | £399
Glass rope lantern | £12
Sailing boat ornament | £15
Swallow print duvet set | £16
Hope faith love cushion | £5
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Sailor
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Tattoo bath towel | £6
Woven plastic baskets set of 2 | £7
Gradient stripe bath towel | £6
Tattoo tumbler | £3
Print vase | £4
Stacked ceramic trinket pot | £5
Chrome stand mirror | £8

Sailor
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Hope faith love cushion | £5

Sailing boat ornament | £15

Denim look cushion | £7
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Rope lantern | £30

Rope cushion | £8

Rope glass lamp | £30

Gradient stripe tumbler | £3
Tattoo dispenser | £5
Mirror | £7
Tattoo bath towel | £6
Gradient stripe bath towel | £6

Captian cook collage cushion | £8

Lighthouse tealight holder | £8

Anchor lamp | £22

sailor

Button floral cushion | £7

Small square metal lantern | £6
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Swallow cushion | £7

Throw | £15

Tattoo dispenser | £5
Tattoo tumbler | £3

Cotton bunting | £6
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Crackle vase | £9

Stacked ceramic trinket box | £5

Let’s set sail votives vet of 3 | £5

Mirror tray | £10

Mirror | £7

Wicker lantern | £20

Tattoo bath towel | £6
Tattoo hand towel | £4

Print vase | £4

Woven plastic baskets set of 2 | £7

Swallow print double duvet set | £16

Tattoo over door hooks | £6

Hand mirror | £10

HEIWA
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Heiwa is inspired by the tranquillity
of the Far East; an exquisite and
sophisticated collection that embodies
elegance and luxury.
Heiwa sets the scene for a peaceful and
considered ambience with a soothing
spectrum of powder blues, gentle greys
and pearlescent white. SHIMMERING
PRECIOUS ANTIQUE GOLD AND SOFT SILVER
CREATE THE PERFECT ACCENTS.
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Oriental influences of intricate embroidery, eastern birds and
dragonfly printed emblems beautify fine and delicate silk like
fabrics, finished with premium tassel and fringing trims.
Co-ordinating accessories are ornate in design and symbolic
of the culture; with sumptuous gloss, lacquered wood and
gold foil effect finishes emphasising the opulence of this
precious collection.

Crystal Lagoon | £12.50 per 2.5 litre

HEIWA
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Emilia medium sofa in grey brushed cotton | £645
Buddha ornament | £12
Gold wavy top vase | £10
Gold honeycomb tealight holder | £5
Gold velvet cushion | £9
Heron cushion | £8
Gold spot cushion | £8
Butterfly bird cushion | £7
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Buddha ornament | £12
Dragonfly vase | £8
Clear tealight holder scalloped edge | £2

ss16

HEIWA

Clear tealight holder scalloped edge | £2
Clear stem vase | £2
Bamboo chopping board with handle | £5
Teacup | £3
Moda dinner plate set of 4 | £14
Noodle bowls | £4 each
Clear lyric highball glasses set of 4 | £4
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HEIWA

Bird ceramic tealight holder | £5
Clear tealight holder scalloped edge | £2
Bird ceramic plate | £3
Dragonfly box | £8
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Heron ring holder | £6
Dragonfly vase | £8
Clear tealight holder scalloped edge | £2

HEIWA

Peony cushion | £8
Chinoiserie double duvet set | £12
Ric rac throw | £15
Heron ring holder | £6
Dragonfly vase | £8
Clear tealight holder scalloped edge | £2
Dragonfly box | £8
Gold trinket box | £8
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Damask cushion | £12
Peony cushion | £8
Ric rac throw | £15
Chinoiserie double duvet set | £12
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HEIWA

Cross stitch bath towel | £6
Damask hand towel | £6
Ceramic fish ornament | £7
Oriental bloom dispenser | £5
Cross stitch tumbler | £3
Oriental bloom soap dish | £3
Egyptian cotton textured bath towel | £6
Egyptian cotton textured hand towel | £4

00
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Ceramic fish ornament | £7
Oriental bloom dispenser | £5
Cross stitch tumbler | £3
Oriental bloom soap dish | £3
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HEIWA

Heron cushion | £8

Buddha ornament | £12
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Damask cushion | £8

Bird glass coasters set of 4 | £3

Cross stitch tumbler | £3
Oriental bloom dispenser | £5
Oriental bloom soap dish | £3

Duck egg velvet throw | £20
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Bird ceramic tealight holder | £6

Duck egg faux velvet cushion | £7

Gold honeycomb tealight holder | £5

Heiwa teacup | £3

Chinoiserie double duvet set | £12

Ceramic fish ornament | £7

Bird ceramic plate | £3

Heron ring holder | £6

Butterfly bird cushion | £7

Cross stitch bath towel | £6

Ric rac throw | £15

Heiwa teapot | £8

bellezza
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Bellezza encapsulates the
breathtaking beauty of the Tuscan
landscape, and celebrates the Italian
culture and decorative style.
The collection captures the mood of
an overall relaxed Mediterranean
existence. A natural colour palette
combines shades of olive and sage
green, complemented by burnt orange
and a flash of zesty sunflower yellow
to reflect the ambience of A balmy
summer’s evening.
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In true Italian style, the dining table is the heart of the HOME,
WITH DINNERWARE AND DINING ACCESSORIES UNDERPINNING THIS
COLLECTION.
Inspiration is found in custom crafts and timeless heirlooms
passed down through generations. Ceramics and bedlinen are
decorated with a painted mosaic tile print, burnished metal
accessories have a hammered finish and glassware appears
recycled. ASSOCIATED ITALIAN ICONS and natural flora and
fauna prints are beautifully illustrated on natural linens,
and finer details such as woven metal, rustic wood and
terracotta enhance the overall artisan feel of
this collection.

Sage Leaf | £12.50 per 2.5 litre

bellezza
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Elliott compact sofa in pebble | £350
Natural stripe cushion | £7
Tile cushion | £7
Green check cushion | £8
Textured tree cushion | £7
Floral cushion | £10
Green check throw | £10

Copper hook lamp | £20
Small ceramic vase tile | £4
Green tealight holder | £2
Olive tree | £15

Horse ornament | £12
Hammered copper vase | £15

bellezza
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Green tealight holder | £2
Patterned votive set of 3 | £5
Hammered copper vase | £15
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bellezza

Stoneware dipped bisc milk jug | £5
Garda dinner set 12 piece | £25
Wooden salad servers | £3 each
Wooden salad bowl | £10
Lemon shaped marmalade pot | £5
Acacia paddle cutting board | £7
Dipped bisc oil bottle | £5
Ceramic egg holder | £3
Excellence dark olive cast iron casserole | £20
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Garda dinner set 12 Piece | £25 Wooden salad bowl | £10 Acacia paddle cutting board | £7 Dip dish set | £7
Lemon shaped marmalade pot | £5 Wooden salad servers | £3 each Ceramic egg holder | £3

bellezza
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Wing bed | £349
La vita cushion | £8
Tile double duvet set | £16
Chicken wire wooden lantern | £25

Family rule signs | £5

Small ceramic tile vase | £4

Shutter digital cushion | £7
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Votives set of 3 | £3

Floral cushion | £10

Olive tree | £15

Copper hook lamp | £20

Lemon tealight holder | £3

Tile cushion | £7

bellezza

Defaced art cushion | £7

Lemon vase | £12
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Map cushion | £7

Dipped bisc oil bottle | £5

Tile double duvet set | £16

Stem vase | £2
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Colander | £5

Worktop saver tile print | £4

Stoneware dipped bisc milk jug | £5

Ceramic egg holder | £3

Garda dinner set 12 piece | £25

Lemon shaped marmalade
pot | £5

Lemon tea towels set of 3 | £4

Dipped bisc mugs | £2.50 each

Vegetable bag | £5

Tile coasters set of 4 | £3

Day dream panel double duvet set | £15

Tea pot | £5

impressions
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Delicate and feminine in essence,
Impressions illustrates the natural
blooms and serenity of the English
country garden through pattern
and print.
Bringing the outdoors in with picturesque wild floral
scenes portrayed on textiles THROUGH artistic techniques of
stippled oil painting and soft brush stroke designs. Imitation
decorative pressed flowers adorn vases, frames and trinket
boxes, and charming wild animals and birds are brought
to life through delightful statuettes. Tinted glassware
accessories, potted FAUX FLOWERS, FRINGING AND EMBROIDERED
tapestry details emphasise the vintage feel of this very pretty
collection.
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Purple hues, raspberry and blush pink tones accentuated with
distressed rose gold, spring green and iris blue echo the hazy
summer days wandering through wild meadows.

Pavlova Pink | £12.50 per 2.5 litre

impressions
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Flan rose dish | £6
Rabbit cookie jar | £12
Measuring cups | £5
Small cake stand | £8
Mixing bowl | £8
Flour shaker | £3.50
Measuring spoons | £4
Mixing rose jug | £7
Rolling pin | £5
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Wing chair in silver brushed cotton | £325
Watercolour floral cushion | £12
Jacquard brush strokes cushion | £8
Impessionist landscape cushion | £8
Cotton fringed cushion | £7
Bunny ornament | £15
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impressions

Sketchy rabbit cushion | £7
Impessionist landscape cushion | £8
Watercolour floral cushion | £12
Jacquard brush strokes cushion | £8
Cotton fringed cushion | £7
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impressions

Birds in bell jar | £12
Floral jewellery box | £12
Floral tealight holder | £3
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Crystal bed | £169 Jacquard brush strokes cushion | £8 Watercolour floral cushion | £12
Floral fractured photographic double duvet set | £12 Birds in bell jar | £12

impressions

Cotton fringed cushion | £7

Bunny ornament | £15
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Sketchy rabbit cushion | £7

Floral print hurricane | £5

Pink 3 cut glass | £25

Recipe box | £10
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Stag ornament | £12

Jacquard brush strokes cushion | £8

Floral pot lamp | £15

Floral glass frame | £5

Flower press | £5

Deer tapestry cushion | £7

Wardrobe jewellery box | £14

Floral jewellery box | £12

Birds in bell jar | £12

Pretty votives set of 3 | £5

Impressionists landscape cushion | £8

Floral votive | £6

impressions

Mixing bowl | £8

Small cake stand | £8
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Measuring cups | £5

Flan rose dish | £6

Photographic single tea towel deer | £3

Mixing rose jug | £7
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Measuring spoons | £2.50

Glass jars with polka dot lids | £2 each

Flour shaker | £3.50

Kitchen scales | £7

Measuring cups | £5

Wooden spoons | £2.50

Pink floral stick lamp | £17

Birds and blossom double duvet set | £12

Stippled floral double duvet set | £12

Bird plaque | £5

Birds and blossom quilted throw | £20

energise
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Fun and frivolous, Energise is a trend
set to liven up any kitchen!
Inject an element of light-hearted humour with this trend’s
playful slogans and expressive typography splashed across
kitchen accessories and textiles in graffiti style script.
A daring approach to pattern and print sees contrasting
geometric designs, vibrant animals, painterly dots, colour
blocking, abstract graphics and watercolour.
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Monochrome is the grounding base to the otherwise loud
colour palette of vivacious primary tones and bright pastels.

Minted Pea | £12.50 per 2.5 litre

energise
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Oven mitt | £4
Zest sugar canister | £3
Butter me up butter dish | £5
Black tea canister | £3
Plastic chopping boards set of 3 | £4
Spatulas set of 3 | £4
Black coffee canister | £3
Nested snack boxes | £3
Pour me milk jug | £3
Storage set black 5 pieces | £20
Dipped small oven dish | £3
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energise
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Panda and Llama tea towels set of 3 | £4

Cat and dog tumblers set of 4 | £2.50

Oven mitt | £4
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Slogan highball set of 4 | £3

Nested snack boxes | £3

Panda trivet | £1

Square stripe storage jar 850ml | £2
Storage set black 5 pieces | £20
Butter me up butter dish | £5
Panda stackable mug set of 2 | £4
Slogan egg cups set of 2 | £2
Pour me milk jug | £3
Dipped small oven dish | £3

Mark making highball set of 4 | £3

Slogan tea towels set of 3 | £4

FOR ALL PRESS ENQUIRIES, IMAGES, SAMPLES AND INTERVIEWS
CONTACT THE GEORGE HOME PR TEAM AT LEE PUBLICITY
T 0207 833 5885 | E HOMES@LEEPUBLICITY.CO.UK
THE IN-HOUSE PR TEAM CAN BE REACHED ON
E NAOMI.FARMER@ASDA.CO.UK | T 0113 826 4072

